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About This Content

This pass grants you early access to Dungeon Defenders’ 16-player Capture the Flag mode. Here you must form an 8-man team
and score the most points by killing opponents and holding the flag for the longest time. The team with the most points will win.

You will be able to play this mode online with your existing characters and provide feedback to Trendy Entertainment while
they flesh out this gameplay mode.

Note: This is a pre-alpha version of the game. Trendy Entertainment encourages you to submit your feedback and balance
suggestions to their forums while playing to help them build out this game mode.
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5 minutes long and I think that's all that needs to be said. Good looking map, bugs have been fixed soon.. Seeing as there are
hardly any reviews for this and Steam is reporting that reaction is "mixed", I thought I'd ought to throw my opinion in here.

I bought it because I have memories of playing the demo for the original (Space Tripper) way back, and not ever being able to
finish it beause it was so damn difficult. Guess what- it still is. And that's good.
Some people have given it negative reviews saying that its frustrating and too difficult; I can't count that aginst it because that is
exactly what I was expecting, and I think that due to the genre of game that it is, it should be expected. This is a hardcore arcade
style game where you have to get through all in one go, theres no autosaves or any saftey net other than three lives- and if you
lose a life you start that level over again, every time. Its pretty brutal like that. In Hard mode, there's not even barriers to the play
area; if you stray too far away accidentally you'll die.
Apart from the style differences between this and Space Tripper, there is one change that I've noticed that does make a big
difference. In Astro Tripper, you can switch between two weapons- the blue one which fires a shot straight forward, and the red
that shoots left and right of the direction you're facing. In the original, that red weapon also shot straight ahead as well, but at a
weaker power (so that it would take two hits from the red gun to kill a standard enemy, but only one from the blue). The upshot
of this is that at the frantic pace you have to play the game, not being able to accuratly fire ahead of you with the red weapon
will cost you dearly, so you might not ever want to use anything other than the blue; the weapon switching becomes useless. This
might just be me, but I think it's a valid point.
Due to my experience playing the original demo for Space Tripper, I feel that's the only real criticism I can make in comparison
(I should mention that I've not had any technical problems with it thus far), and also overall. Some people have mentioned
inertia to be a problem stopping them from moving accuratly around the levels, but all I can say to that is that I have had that
difficulty playing any Mario or Sonic games; it's nothing you shouldn't be able to get used to as a playstyle. Every level proceeds
in a pattern, with important audio cues that let you know about changes in enemy spawns or imminent dangers. Once you've
failed enough times to learn the levels, you'll progress and develop your skill and I find it a process that rewards your frustration
in a cathartic manner. As far as I can see it's a perfectly decent arcade shoot-em-up that rewards perseverance.

Summary: If you're someone with skill and experience who wants to beat a real challenge, this is a great game. People who
aren't willing to give 100% effort to and endure a lot of trial-and-error, look elsewhere.. It's good. Not awful, not perfect, but
good.. Don't buy it, it sucks. An incredibly fun, but sadly overlooked fighting game. The most underappreciated fighting game
of this fighting game generation. Graphics are visually pleasing and fighting effects don't overwhelm gameplay. The optional
tutorial is very in-depth and makes the game welcoming to newcomers, which is odd for a fighting game. The game also has a
long, well-written story; this is also odd for a fighting game. One negative is that the online matchmaking is quite dead; manually
setup online matches is a requirement in order to play online. This game is pretty much an anime film with viewer controlled
fighting. Definitely worth looking into if you like fighting games and\/or anime. Sidenote: Nobody skips Jack-O's victory
animation.
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Reminds me of games like Soldat which I absolutely love. This is faster and clearly had thought put into making it a team based
game. Super varied bots allowing different strategies and team compositions. I got into the beta and the dev was super
responsive to players suggestions and tweaks. I'll be playing this one especially at lan parties for years to come.. Another of a
series of aged hidden object games that are available. Whether or not you want to take a chance on this depends on your
tolerance of these things. The level of game play between what HOGs have come out in more recent years is a lot further along
than something like the Mystery of a Lost Planet.

Overall, I find main components such as narrative, puzzle difficulty, hidden objects and game flow all lacking. I failed to take in
what story was being told; its as if something was lost in translation to this English version. Nothing much in the way of NPCs to
further along a plot. It was clunky navigating the screens, and searching for items within screens.

Two positives. First, the mechanics were a bit different than typical HOGs. For instance your character would need to find
different parts to repair an object and you have to fill all the slots before proceeding. There was an attempt at some complexity.
The other thing I enjoyed about the Mystery of a Lost Planet was the chill soundtrack throughout. Otherwise this was more or
less forgettable.

. Fun. Cute. Good way to pass time. Loving it so far.. June 4, 2015
Micron is a decent game, short and reasonable. I would consider it purely average, providing good gameplay with fair
polish, but treading familiar ground.

I was expecting some rhythm elements, but they really don't exist. Each level has sounds associated with bullet
reflections, which helps to generate the music. Nothing is really based on moving to the beat, and some puzzles require
actions between the beats. Most levels don't require speed, but a few require timed actions to catch bullets at the right
time. The difficulty curve varied widely due to these timing-based levels, forcing several restarts to complete. Still, the
game is quite easy.

The music is fair, but is not a real gameplay element. Most levels are short and can only be solved in a certain way, so
replayability only comes from Workshop levels. Puzzles were interesting but not hugely satisfying. Later levels became
more frustrating, as one mistake meant a full restart. Once levels feature over 10 objects, I was wanting an Undo
button instead of a full restart. Granted, it didn't take long, but the short game length could mean that 20% of your
time is spent restarting and rebuilding levels.

Micron didn't do anything bad, but didn't inspire me much. It's a decent game at a fair price, a nice way to spend a few
hours but not really compelling you to challenge your mind. I would recommend a sale above 50%, below $2.50 USD is
a good time-value. If you are looking for rhythm gameplay, keep looking. But puzzle fans should find some
entertainment here for a couple hours.. I wish the game was longer!! Super chill and hard to stop playing. The game
fully engages you plus the soundtrack is fire. 10/10. An absolute blast to play with friends in the same room or online.
Very addictive. Inventive weapons. A "5 minute game to play while PUBG updates" became a 3 hour session with tons
of laughs.

10/10 - Would throw sword at buddy's head for a kill again.. This game is definitely better than GTA, but it lacks
minimap.7/10. This is a great game so far. I played Spelunker world on PS4 to level 200+ which is very similar except
you don\u2019t need to spend real money for moon gems for gear, upgrade stones, and pets. Some of the features in
that version do not exist here that I miss like the live events with new gear and how the gear is formed to build 4 star
pieces of gear. There was a thrill in the hunt with the RNG system. Now you just know what your gonna get and you
just grind exp to max out the piece. The coop play was something I enjoyed a lot but it is almost impossible to find
people to coop with on the Steam version as no one is ever in the room whether region or worldwide. So obtaining those
litho stones you need to complete some items may be challenging to complete. Easy task just finding a partner or team
for individual stages might be time consuming waiting for a member to contribute to the task instead of running wild
dying all over the place thinking it\u2019s funny.. Has a nice minecraftian feel to it. The visuals and effects can always
be upgraded down the road. The game mechanics are fun and suprisingly indepth. Have logged almost 9 hrs on it so far
in just campaign mode. No glitchs or errors to speak of. I'm enjoying leveling up my guy to cast new creatures and
spells. I paid $7.99 for it, you can't beat that deal. I can see alot of potential for growth in this game if the players show
up to support it.. very moe girl in costum..
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